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NEW QUESTION: 1
Datum hires several consultants to work at the main office for
six months. The consultants require Internet access.
The help desk reports that the consultants cannot access the
company's wireless network.
You need to ensure that the consultants have wireless access to
the Internet. The solution must adhere to the corporate
security policy.
What should you request?
A. that a user certificate be generated and imported to each
consultant's computer
B. that a wireless access key be given to each consultant
C. that a network administrator install a wireless access point
that is connected directly to the Internet
D. that a computer certificate be generated and imported to

each consultant's computer
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
answer is D.
Because of the "users without domain accounts" policy.
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NEW QUESTION: 2
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Answer: A,E
Explanation:
Explanation
https://aws.amazon.com/premiumsupport/knowledge-center/decryptkms-encrypted-objects-s3/ IAM role needs access to the keys to
decrypt the object and key policies must allow role access to
the key. Key policies are the primary way to control access to
customer master keys (CMKs) in AWS KMS. You need the permission
to decrypt the AWS KMS key. When a user sends a GET request,
Amazon S3 checks if the AWS Identity and Access Management
(IAM) user or role that sent the request is authorized to
decrypt the key associated with the object. If the IAM user or
role belongs to the same AWS account as the key, then the
permission to decrypt must be granted on the AWS KMS key's

policy.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Suppose you install a server with a service name of "MySQL5"
rather than the default. What sections in the option files will
the server use for configuration?
A. [service]
B. [MySQL5]
C. [service MySQL5]
D. [mysqld MySQL5]
E. [mysqld]
Answer: B,E
Explanation:
24.2.
If you install a server using a service name other than MySQL
and do not specify a --defaults-file
option,the server reads options in the standard option files
from the [my_service] group in addition
to options fromthe [mysqld] group.

NEW QUESTION: 4
Examine the structure of the DEPARTMENTS table.
You execute the following command:
Which two statements are true?
A. Indexes created on the COUNTRY column exist until the DROP
UNUSED COLUMNS command is executed.
B. Views created in the DEPARTMENTS table that include the
COUNTRY column are automatically modified and remain valid.
C. Unique key constraints defined on the COUNTRY column are
removed.
D. A new column, COUNTRY, can be added to the DEPARTMENTS table
after executing the command.
E. Synonyms existing of the DEPARTMENTS table would have to be
re-created.
Answer: C,D
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